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FACULTY HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL
SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER 19-20
SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES PART A (HISTORY)
CLASS: V
MARKS: 50
1.Choose the correct answer-

(1x 8= 8)

i) The Brahmi Script was developed ________________ years ago.
a. 5000
b.2000
c. 3000
d.4000
ii) Louis Braille developed the Braille Script, in the year _________________.
a.1805
b. 1890
c.1920
d.1825
iii) India, in the ancient days, was known as ______________________.
a.Beautiful Bird
b.Silver Bird
c.Golden Bird
d.Wealthy Bird
iv) The _____________________ was appointed to rule India on behalf of the Crown.
a.Emperor
b.King
c.Viceroy
c.Queen
v)Bahadur Shah Zafar II was appointed as the ____________________ to lead the Revolt of 1857.
a.Minister
b.Commander-in-chief
c.Army Head
d.President
vi)Indian National Congress was started by ___________________.
a.Raja Ram Mohan Roy
b.Tantia Tope
c.A.O. Hume
d. Gopal Krishna Gokhale
vii)_______________ Scripts used pictures and Symbols.
a.Alphabets
b.Scripts
c.Hieroglyphics
d.Devanagiri
viii) The East India Company was formed by some merchants from London, in the year
___________________.
a.1700
b. 1600
c.1800
d.1500
2.Answer the following questions in short:
i)What is ‘Braille Script’?
ii)Mention any two reasons for the failure for Revolt of 1857.
iii)Who built the first printing press and when ?

(2 x 3=6)
2
2
(1+ 1=2)

3.Answer the following in brief:
i)Why did the farmers and families starve during the British rule in India.
ii)Write a short note on ‘PAPER’.
4.Write in details.
i)How did the Revolt of 1857 start?

(3x 2= 6)
3
3
(5x 1= 5)
5
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1.Choose the correct answer :

PART B (Geography)

(1x7 =7)

i)In which direction does the earth move?
a.West and East
b.East to West
c.North to South
d.South and North
ii)The ____________________________ is the smallest continent.
a.Asia
b.Europe
c.Antarctica
d.Australia
iii)The Earth completes one revolution in ___________ days.
a.365 ¼
b. 366
c.364 ½
d. 365
iv)The _____________ longitude is the International Date Line.
a.180: longitude
b.180: latitude
c.90: longitude
d.90: latitude
v)The Prime Meridian is also called ______________________.
a.Antarctic Circle
b.International Date Line
c.Greenwich Meridian
d.Equator
vi)The axis is tilted at an angle of ___________ to the plane of the Earth’s orbit.
a.90:
b.66 ½:
c. 64 ½ :
d.25:
vii)There are ________ Parallels and ________ Meridians.
a.180 Parallels , 360 Meridians
b.181 Parallels , 361 Meridians
c.181 Parallels , 360 Meridians
d.90 Parallels and 90 Meridians
2.Answer in the following questions in short.
i) State two facts about longitudes.
ii) What are the two different kinds of Maps? Define.

(2x 2= 4)
2
2

3. Identify the following symbols:

( ½x6=3)

i.
ii.
iii.

PO

iv.
v.
vi.
4.Answer in brief:
i.What is the effect of Revolution of the Earth?
ii.What are the two different types of movement of the Earth? Define them.
5. Draw a neat diagram of Globe and label the five main Latitudes on it.

(3x 2 =6)
3
(1+2=3)
(5x 1=5)
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ANSWERS
Part A
Ans 1. i. The Brahmi script was developed b. 2000 years ago.
Ans 2. ii. The two reasons for the failure of the Revolt of 1857 area.The British were organized and many Indians sided with them.
b.The Indians lacked unity and strong leadership.
Ans 3. i. During the British rule, the farmers were not allowed to grow food crops. They were forced to
grow cash crops that would be used as raw materials in the British factories. The British
bought these raw materials at a very low price. As a result, many farmers and their families
starved.
Ans 4. i. The major Revolt of 1857 was started by the Indian soldiers serving in the British Army in
India. A rumor had spread in the camps that the Lee-Enfield rifles that they were using were
greased with the fats of cows and pigs. To load the rifles one had to bite off the ends of the
greased part. This angered and hurt the Hindu-Muslim religious feelings. The army refused
to use the rifles but when forced by the British, they shot their officers and let the prisoners
free from the prisons.
Part B
Ans 1. iii. The Earth completes one revolution in a. 365 ¼ days.
Ans 2. The two different kinds of Maps are as followsa.Political Maps- shows political boundaries of countries, states, cities and other political
boundaries.
b.Physical Maps-shows physical features such as mountains, valleys, plains, rivers and other
water bodies.
Ans3.ii.Railway
Ans4.i.The revolution of the Earth around the sun caused seasons. There are four main seasons –
Summer, Winter, Spring and Autumn. When one part of the Earth faces the sun, the other part is away
from the Sun. The part that faces the sun experiences summer while the other part experiences
winter.
Ans 5.

